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From:
Sent: 18 February 2015 10:09
To: Planning Policy
Subject: FW: Green Belt

From: James Monk 
Sent: 17 February 2015 18:51
To:
Cc:
Subject: Green Belt

Just a quick one. You have stated that Brentwood Housing needs require approximately 375 home per year for the
next 3 years. A simple bit of math

375 x 3 = 1125 home

Lets assume each home has an average of 2 children.

The 2050 new children in Brentwood (this doesn't take into account larger families or the Travelling community, an
oxymoron if ever i heard one). This also doesn't take into account the shortfall from previous years.

Lets round up shall we!!! 3000 new children. 3000 new cars travelling on the roads. 4500 new shoppers in
Sainsburys. I am sure the roads can handle it. There's no traffic issue at all. , the stones through the High
street are collapsing under the weight already (good job by the way).

I tried to get an appointment for myself at The GP surgery in Sawyers hall lane last week. I have an appointment.
The first week of bloody March!!!!!

The Council greatly values the high quality natural environment of the Borough. It recognizes this is protected by
the Green Belt and the valuable asset this represents

The above sentence is something you actually have in the document!!!! You actually wrote this!!!!! Yet you want to
turn it into a housing estate. How can you be so bloody minded? How can you use a phrase like 'valuing the natural
environment' whilst spending thousand on planning a development utilizing GREEN BELT!!

Auuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuggggggggggggggggghhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

As usual those in power do not give a  out those they supposedly have power over.

As a final note. WHO  IS PAYING FOR ALL THIS??? WHO IS PAYING FOR THE NEW SCHOOLS AND NEW
DOCTORS SURGERIES???? WHERES THE MONEY COMING FROM??? LAST TIME I CHECKED THE COUNTRY WAS
£1.377 TRILLION IN DEBT!!! THAT'S 88.15% OF GDP. 88.15%.

Now i am no economist but even Gordon Browns government didn't reach those level and hes was a complete
buffoon!! 

£1.377 trillion!!! Out of curiosity what qualification do you hold? I am governed by CIBSE. How about you????

The stupid has now hit weapons grade level!!

Have a nice evening

James Monk
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